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Kurdish keyboard. English to Kurdish (or vice versa)
keyboard for Windows. Based on a basic idea, developed
by a very creative man, W|baladi. Dilgirane ji software
available for Windows, Mac. Makhzan ez tiştekir dikin.
Kurdish Keyboard Kurdish Keyboard is an Input method
for typing Kurdish language on the computer keyboard.
Kurdish Keyboard is a free improved, easier, more
powerful, and faster input method for typing the Kurdish
language on the computer keyboard. It is a software
written by Kurdish language users and computer
scientists. Kurdish Keyboard is a product of
ALPHABETOS, developed by Alexia Vista Software. I
remember a few years ago I spoke to some person in a
Kurdish Language School. I asked him about how do you
become a professional Kurdish Language teacher. I
didn't get any answers. I decided to write a book about
being a teacher in Kurdistan. I've been writing books for
over 17 years. Kurdish Language is a member of the
Turkic language family. The Kurdish alphabet consists of
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28 letters. Kurdish is one of the officially recognized
languages in Europe and the United States. Kurdish
Language is a so called endangered language. Kurdish
Language is one of the two official languages of the
United States. Kurdish Language is spoken by
approximately 26 million speakers as a native language,
and another 8 million speakers as a second language.
The language is spoken in the parts of Turkey, Syria,
Iraq, Armenia, Georgia, Iran, and Bulgaria. The use of
Kurdish language in Turkey is banned, by the Turkish
government, since the 1950s. Most Kurds live in south-
eastern Turkey, northern Iraq, and the autonomous
region of Iraqi Kurdistan. Basic knowledge of Arabic is
required for any learner who wants to learn Kurdish
Language. There is no official English/Kurdish
Dictionary. As a teacher of Kurdish Language you don't
need advanced computer skills to learn the basics. You
need a computer with an internet connection, and
Firefox Browser. Kurdish Keyboard is a Windows
program. Kurdish Keyboard is an Input method and
Translation tool for typing Kurdish Language on the
keyboard. Kurdish keyboard - free download for
Microsoft windows
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